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part of the retaining block at right angles
to the plane of section of Fig. S. Fig. 10 is
a plan view of one of the work holders and
the mechanism for operating it. Fig. 11 is
a side view of the construction shown in
Fig. 10, the position of the observer being
indicated by the arrow 11 in that figure.
Fig. 12 is a section of one end of the con
struction shown in Figs. 10 and 11, the
O
plane of section being indicated by the line
12-12 of Fig. 11. Fig. 13 is an end view
of the construction shown in Fig. 10, look
ing in the direction of the arrow 13, certain
parts of the construction illustrated in Fig.
5
10 being omitted. Figs. 14, 15 and 16 are
detail sectional views. Fig. 17 is a plan
view of a portion of the support for the
Work holders, showing the parts of two
holders and the means by which the holders
20
are locked and released. Fig. 18 is a side
view of part of the construction illustrated
in Fig. 17, this view also illustrating a reg
istering device employed.
In the particular machine selected to illus
25
trate the invention, a plurality of die hold
ers is employed, these die holdiers being
mounted on a stationary bed. This station
ary bed is marked 1 in the drawings and is
supported by a series of pillars 2, four such
30
pillars being shown. These pillars are secured
to a heavy bed-plate 3 by nuts 4 or in any
other suitable manner. The details of con
struction so far described, may of course, be
varied,
but it is to be understood that where
35
a stationary bed carrying the die holders is
employed, the bed itself and its supporting
structure should be very strongly built in or
der to withstand the heavy pressures nec
essarily employed in embossing Operations.
40
The particular form of die retainers em.
ployed may be varied with wide limits, and
the number of die retainers may also be va
ried in accordance with the character of
work which the machine is designed to pro
45
duce. In the particular machine illustrated,
four die. retainers are employed. As these
retainers are duplicates, the description of
one will suffice for all. As shown, these re
tainers each embody a block 5 which may be,
50
and in the best constructions will be, cham
bered, as indicated at 6, to provide for heat
ing the die. The blocks 5 in the best cont
structions will be made adjustable toward
line S-S of Fig. 6. Fig. 9 is a section taken and away from the Work, so that the proper
55
To all whom it many concern:

Be it known that I, SAMUEL IS. WHITE, a
citizen of the United States, residing at
Hartford, county of Hartford, and State of
Connecticut, have invented certain new and
useful improvements in Embossing-Presses,
fully described and represented in the fol
lowing specification and the accompanying
drawings, forming a part of the same.
This invention relates to certain improve
ments in embossing presses.
In embossing presses as now usually con
structed, the embossing is effected in a ma
chine provided with a die and a bed or
platen on which the work is placed, a rela
tive movement being produced between the
parts to force the work against the die. In
some classes of work, however, it is neces
sary to subject the material to be embossed
to a number of embOSsing operations, and
this class of work is now performed by run
ning the material through the press a num
ber of times corresponding to the number of
operations to be performed.
The present invention has for one of its
objects to produce an embossing preSS in
which a number of embossing operations
may be performed on the work without re
moving it from the machine, whereby the
embossing operations may be carried on
much more rapidly than heretofore.
A further object of the invention is to im
prove the details of construction of emboSS
ing machines.
With these and other objects not specifi
cally referred to in view, the invention con
sists in certain constructions and in certain
parts, improvements and combinations as
will be hereinafter fully described and spe
cifically pointed out.
Referring to the drawings--Figure 1 is a
side elevation of one form of machine em
bodying the invention. Fig. 2 is a rear ele
vation of the construction shown in Fig. 1.
Fig. 3 is a top plan view of the construc
tion shown in Fig. 1. FigS. 4 and 5 are de
tail sectional views on a large Scale, illus
trating the manner of mounting the Support
for the work holders. Fig. 6 is a detail
front elevation, on an enlarged scale, illus
trating the means for mounting the retain
ing blocks. Fig. 7 is a section on the line
7-7 of Fig. 6. Fig. 8 is a section on the

on the line 9–9 of Fig. 7, through the lower pressure may be exerted on the material to
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be embossed when it is forced against the
dies secured to the retainers. While the
means for effecting this adjustment may be
varied, in the construction illustrated each
5. of the blocks 5 (see Fig. 7) is provided with
a pair of projections which may be cast
integral with the blocks or may be secured
thereto in any suitable manner. The pro
jections 7 are received in openings in lugs 8
O cast on the frame and the blocks are Sup
ported by rods, which, as shown, are tapped
into the projections, and pass through Open
ings in the bed. There is a pair of these
rods 9 for each block and each rod is Sup
ported by a spring 10, the Spring bearing
against the top of the bed or against a
washer 11 resting on the bed, the other end
of the spring bearing against an adjusting
nut 12, by which nuts the tension of the
20 springs may be adjusted. A lock nut, as 18
may, if desired, be employed to hold the
nut 12 in position. In the particular con
struction illustrated, a wedge, as 14, is lo
cated between the top of the block and the
25 under side of the bed, the under side of the
bed being tapered, in the construction shown,
to correspond to the taper of the wedge.
The position of the wedge may be varied by
means of a hand-wheel15 and a screw 16
30 tapped into the front wall of the bed. It
is apparent that by turning the operating
handwheels, the position of each of the
blocks 5 may be adjusted vertically or to
35

40

45

50
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ward and away from the work holders to
The means for retaining the die plates on
the retaining blocks may be widely varied.
In the best constructions, however, these
means should be of Such a character as to
permit each die plate to be adjusted. So that
as the work is brought against Successive
dies, the impressions produced by the dies
may fall in the proper places on the Work.
In the particular construction illustrated,
six retaining jaws are employed, this num
ber being well adapted for holding an ob
long plate. This number enables two pairs
of jaws to be employed for holding the sides
of the plate and one pair for holding the
ends. In the particular construction shown,
the pairs of jaws for operating on the sides
of the oblong plate are marked 17, and the
pair of jaws holding the ends of the plate
are marked 18.
While the means for mounting and oper
ating the jaws may be varied, in the best
constructions each jaw will be independ
ently adjustable, so that a practically uni
versal adjustment of the plate may be had.
As shown, the jaws 17 for operating on One
side of the plate are mounted on screws 19,
these screws being located in channels 20
in the lower part of the blocks 5. These
Screws have journals 21 formed on their
rear ends which are supported in clips 22

be hereinafter described.

secured to the back of the blocks 5. The

screws have other journals 23 formed at
about their centers which are supported in
bearings 24 Secured in the channels 20, and 70
have long reduced forward parts 25 which
are provided with squared heads 26. Sur
rounding the reduced forward parts 25 of
these screws 19 are screws 27 which carry
the jaws 17 for operating on the other side 75
of the plate. These screws 27 pass at their
front ends through bearings 28 Secured to
the front side of the plate and are provided
with squared heads 29. The jaws 18 for
holding the end portions of the plate are
mounted on screws 30, these screws being 80
supported in bearing plates 31. Secured to
the blocks 5, and being located in channels
32 in the ends of which bearings are formed
for the rear ends of the Screws. The walls
of the channels 20 and 32 are slotted to per 85
mit the jaws to work through them in a
well-known manner.
The construction just described provides
for a practically universal adjustment of 90
any die plate inasmuch as any one of the
jaws can be adjusted without disturbing the
adjustment of any other jaw, or any com
bination of jaws can be adjusted inde
pendently of any other combination of 95
jaws. Thus, by operating the screws 30
the plate can be adjusted endwise with
out disturbing the sidewise adjustment.
By operating the screws 25, the jaws 17
which operate on one side of the plate can OO
be adjusted to effect a sidewise adjustment
of the plate, and by adjusting one of these
Screws more than the other an angular ad
justment of the plate can be obtained.
In the best constructions a plurality of
work holders will be employed and these
Work holders will be given a traveling move
ment. In the particular construction shown,
this traveling movement is a rotating move
iment, the holders being mounted on a Sup
port 33 which is in the form of a circular O
plate. This plate rotates around a central
standard 34 which is connected to the bed 1
and to the plate 3. As shown, this support
is not only given rotating movements which I5
movements operate to properly position the
Work holders beneath the dies on the die
retainers, but has other movements given
it which permit embossing movements, that
is, movements by which the work in the 20
Work holders is forced against the dies. In
the particular construction illustrated, the
support 33 rests on a carrier 35 in the forin
of a circular table, this carrier being pro
vided (see Fig. 1) with yokes or fingers 2 S
36 which embrace two of the pillars 2, thus
preventing the carrier from having a ro
tating movement. The support is secured
by means of a feather 37, or in any other
suitable manner, to a sleeve 38 which sur
rounds the standard 34, this sleeve having 30

995,509

a pinion 39 formed on its lower end. This
sleeve and pinion are supported by a shoul
der 40 formed on the standard, wear plates
41 being introduced, if desired, between the
pinion and the shoulder. The carrier 35
surrounds this sleeve 38 and is movable
thereon. Gibs 42 connect the support and
the carrier, these gibs permitting the Sup
port to rotate on the carrier but requiring
O the vertical movements, to be hereinafter
described, which are given the support and
carrier, to take place simultaneously.
In the machine selected to embody the in
vention, the support for the work holders
5 is given a step by step rotating movement
and between these movements the Support
is given vertical movements by which the
work in the holders is forced against the
dies, the vertical movements being referred
20 to as the embossing movements.
While the step by step rotating move
ment may be produced in any desired man
ner, as shown, the gear 39 hereinbefore re
ferred to which is a spiral gear, is utilized
25 for this purpose in connection with the
mechanism which will now be described.
Meshing with this spiral gear 39 is another
spiral gear 43 mounted on a shaft 44. This
shaft 44 is provided with a pinion 45 which
30 meshes with a gear 46 mounted on a short
shaft 47. Mounted on the shaft 47 and
fast to the gear 46 is a slotted wheel 48,
the slots in this wheel being marked 49.
This wheel is of the kind ordinarily used
35 in the well-known mechanical movement
usually termed the Geneva movement. This
slotted wheel 48 is given step-by-step ro
tating movements by means of a stud 50
mounted on a gear 51 which gear will be
40 hereinafter referred to. As this gear 51 ro
tates, however, it will be seen that on each
revolution, the stud 50 will enter one of
the slots and give the wheel 48 a quarter
turn which, through the gearing herein
45 before described, will give the spiral gear
39 and its sleeve 38 a quarter turn, and con
sequently the support 33 on which the Work
holders are mounted a quarter turn, this be
ing the movement required in the machine
50

illustrated to move the work Supports from
one die retainer to the next.

55

60

65

While the embossing movements herein
before referred to may be effected in any
desired manner, in the construction shown,
the carrier 35 has connected to it four toggle
links 53 (see Fig. 1), which are in the form
of broad plates. Each of these links is
pivoted at 54 to short arms or links 55 piv
oted at 56 in bearings 57 mounted on the
plate 3. These arms 55 have formed in
tegral therewith operating levers 58. There
are two of these toggles on each side of the
machine, and the operating levers 58 of the

3.

58 (see Fig. 1) is operated by a connecting
rod 60 fast to the lever and a Wrist pin 60'.
The Wrist pin of one pair of toggles, namely,
the pair nearest the observer as the machine
is illustrated in Fig. 1, is carried, see Fig.
2, by two gears 61, 62. The Wrist pin for
the other pair of toggles, to wit, the toggles
on the rear side of the machine, is carried
by a pair of gears, One of these gears be
ing the gear 51 before referred to and the
other being marked 63. The gears 61, 62,
63 and 51 are driven by pinions 64, 65, 66
and 67, these pinions being carried on a
shaft 68 supported in bearings bolted to
the frame. This shaft 68 is provided with
a gear 69 which is in mesh with a pinion
70 on a sleeve 71, this sleeve being supported
on a shaft 72 which carries the belt pulley

73. A clutch 74 of ordinary construction
connects the sleeve and a balance wheel 75
which is fast to the driving pulley.
The gearing before described, as will be
readily understood, will alternately make
and break the toggles, thus lifting and
lowering the carrier 35 and the Support 33,
and as the gear 51 rotates, it will be under
stood that it will, through the Geneva move
ment and other connections referred to, give
the Support 33 step by step rotating move
ments which take place between two succes
sive lifting movements of the carrier 35.
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The machine will be provided with a suit

able holder or holders in which the work

to be embossed will be placed in order that
it may be subjected to the action of the die.
While the construction of these holders may
be varied within wide limits, in the par
ticular construction illustrated, the work
will be placed on a bed 76 and held thereon
between two holding fingers 77 and 78 which
operate on two sides of the work, the work
being further held by a clamp 79 which
operates on One of its edges (see Fig. 10)
in which the work to be embossed-a book
cover-is shown is position in the holder.
The fingers 77, 78, when this form of hold
ing device is employed, may be mounted
and operated in any desired manner. As
shown, the finger 78 lies between ribs 78
(see Figs. 10 and 14) on a plate 80 which
is mounted in a recess in a block 81, the
plate being held in the recess by means of
gibS 82, or in any other suitable manner.
The finger 78 is adjustably connected to the

plate S0 by means of slots 83 and screws 84,

or in any other suitable manner. There are,
Of course, as many of these blocks 81 as
there are clamping fingers 78, there being
four in the machine illustrated, and each
of the blocks 81 rests on the support 33, the
blocks being held on the support by gibs 85,
or in any other suitable manner. In the
particular construction shown, each of these
two toggles on each side of the machine are blocks S1 is further provided with a projec
connected by a link 59. One of the levers tion 86 which underlies the plate 76 on

100
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which the work rests. The slots 83 and

screws 84 provide for an adjustment of these
fingers 78 toward and away from the work.
Means will, however, in the particular ma
chine shown, be provided for adjusting the
fingers along the work. While this may be
accomplished in any desired manner, as
shown there is provided a screw shaft 87
which takes into a threaded aperture in the
O block.
Means are provided for moving the finger
78 toward and away from the work in order
to clamp and release the work. While this
may be effected in any desired manner, in
15 the construction shown, there is provided
a shaft 88, this shaft having a segment gear
89 thereon, meshing with a toothed rack 90
which slides in a recess in the under side of
the plate 80, the teeth on this rack project
ing through a slot in the block 81 (see Figs.
14 and 15). This rack has an operating
shoulder 91 and between this shoulder and
a shoulder 92 on the under side of the plate
80 there is located a spring 93. When the
25 shaft 88 is turned, the rack 90 is moved
either forward or backward, as the case
may be, and when moving forward, it moves
the plate S0 forward through the action of
the spring 93. This spring permits the rack
to move after the finger has come in contact
with the Work without producing any fur
ther movement of the finger.
The finger 77 is mounted and operated in
the same way as the finger 78, except that
35 (see Fig. 16) the rack 90 and the spring 93
are omitted and the teeth. On the pinion 89
mesh with teeth 94 formed directly on the
underside of the plate 80.
In the machine shown, the fingers 77 and
40 S are simultaneously operated to clamp the
work, and through the construction de
scribed, the work is always brought into
proper register by the finger 77. When, for
instance, the two shafts 88 (see Fig. 10) are
45 rotated to advance the fingers and the fingers
strike the work, the finger 77 will be posi
tively advanced an amount corresponding
to the amount of rotation given the shaft 88
which drives that finger. The finger T8,
50 however, can, if necessary, be forced back
against the spring 93. The Work is, there
fore, always positioned by the finger 77 of
each work holder. The shafts 88 may be
operated in any desired manner. As shown
55 (see Figs. 10 and 11) each of these shafts
is provided with a pinion.95. The pinion
95 on the shaft 88 for operating the fingers
78 is in mesh with teeth on a sliding rack
96, this rack being connected to a lever 97
60 (see Fig. 17) which will be hereinafter re
ferred to. The pinion 95 on the other shaft
88 is in mesh with a sliding rack 98. The
rack 96 has teeth formed on its inner end
(see Fig. 10) these teeth being in mesh with
65 a pinion 99, this pinion being Secured to

the under side of the plate 76 and being in
mesh with teeth formed on the end of the
rack 98. When the rack 96 is operated, it
will be seen that both shafts 88 will be

rocked simultaneously toward or away from
each other, according to the direction of
movement of the rack 96, thus moving the
fingers 78, 77 into and out of operative posi
tion with respect to the work on the Support.
The clamp 79 hereinbefore referred to,
when such a clamp is employed, may be
mounted and operated in any desired man
ner. In the particular construction shown,
this clamp 79 is secured by screws 101, or in
any other suitable manner, to a pair of rock
ing plates 102 (see Fig. 13) there being one
of these plates at each end of the clamp 79.
These rocking plates 102 are pivoted on
screws 103 which are tapped into slides 104,
these slides resting on the projections 86
of the blocks 81 before referred to. The
rocking plates 102 have gear teeth 105
formed on One end, these plates, therefore,
being in reality segment levers. The teeth
105 mesh with bevel pinions 106, the teeth
of these pinions being integral with a sleeve
107, this sleeve having on its other end the
teeth which form the gears 89. The sleeve is
connected to the shaft 88 by means of a
feather, or in any other suitable manner
which will allow the sleeve to have a longi
tudinal movement with respect to the shaft.
It has been heretofore stated that when the
shafts 86 are rocked, the fingers 77, 78 are
thrown into and out of engagement with the
work, according to the direction of move
ment of the shafts. It is obvious that the
movement of these shafts 88 will also,
through the rocking plates 102, throw the
clamp 79 into and out of engagement With
the work.
In the construction shown, each clamp 79
carries on its under side spring stops 108
which prevent the work from passing too
far underneath the clamp and at the same
time allow the clamp to descend a greater or
less extent according to the thickness of the
work.
The shafts 87, 88 are supported at their
inner ends in a double bearing 109. The
other ends of the shafts 88 are supported
in bearings 110 rising from the support 33
and the other ends of the shafts 87 are Sup
ported in bearings 111 also rising from the
plate 33.
In the particular construction shown,
provision is made for a simultaneous adjust
ment of the fingers 77, 78 and the clamp 79.
While the means by which this is effected
may be varied, in the construction shown,
one of the shafts 87 (see Fig. 10) is pro
vided with a squared end on which may be
placed a crank handle 112. This shaft 87
carries a bevel gear 113 and a similar bevel

gear is mounted on the other shaft 87.
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These two bevel gears 113 are in mesh with vention is particularly adapted for the em

bevel gears 114 which are mounted on the
end of a shaft 115 Supported in bearings 116
located on the front of the plate 76. With
this construction it is apparent that when
the screw shaft 87 is turned by the crank
handle, the other screw shaft will be turned

bossing of book covers.
It is to be understood that the construc
tion by which the invention is carried into
effect may be varied within wide limits.
The invention is not, therefore, to be con
fined to the specific construction hereinbe

according to the direction of rotation of
the screw shaft. The plates 104 which are
the plates to which the rocking plates 102
are secured, are secured by screws 117, or in
any other suitable manner, to the blocks 81,

1. In an embossing press, the combination
with a bed, of a plurality of die retainers
mounted on the under side thereof, a support
arranged beneath the bed and carrying a
plurality of holders for the material to be
embossed, means for moving the Support
to bring each holder successively into posi
tion with respect to the die retainers, and
means for further moving the support to
force the material to be embossed against
the dies.
2. In an embossing press, the combination
with a stationary bed, of a plurality of die
retainers mounted thereon, a support, a Work
holder for the material to be embossed
mounted on the support, and means for
giving the support successive positioning
and embossing movements.
3. In an embossing press, the combination
with a stationary bed, of a plurality of die
retainers mounted thereon, a support, a plu
rality of work holders for the material to be
embossed mounted on the support, means for
giving the support movements to bring the
work holders successively into operative po
sition with respect to the die retainers, and
means for giving the Support embossing
movements whereby the work in the holders
is simultaneously subjected to the action of
the dies.
4. In an embossing press, the combination
with a stationary bed, of a plurality of die
retainers mounted thereon, a support, a plu
rality of work holders mounted on the Sup
port, means for giving the Support Succes
sive rotating movements to bring each Work
holder beneath each die retainer, and means
whereby the work in the holders is subjected
to the action of the dies in the retaine's.
5. In an embossing press, the combination
with a stationary bed, of a plurality of die
retainers mounted thereon, a support, a plu
rality of work holders mounted on the sup
port, means for giving the support. Succes
sive rotating movements to bring each Work
holder beneath each die retainer, and means
for giving the support embossing movements
whereby the work in all the holders is Sub
jected simultaneously to the action of the
dies in the retainers.
6. In an embossing press, the combination
with a stationary bed, of a plurality of
die retainers mounted thereon, a support, a
plurality of Work holders mounted on the

70

and this rotation of these screws will move fore set forth.
the blocks 81 in one direction or the other
What is claimed is:-

O

5

so that as the blocks are moved in one direc

tion or the other, the clamps 79 will move
with them.
It has been heretofore stated that the

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

rack 96 by which the locking and releasing
movements of the fingers 77, 78 and the
clamp 79 is produced is operated by a rock
lever 97. In the best construction, the
clamps will be locked and released at One
point in the rotation of the Support 35, or
during the time when the work holder is
passing from the last die of the series to
the first die of the series. While this may
be accomplished in any desired manner, in
the construction shown, one of the pillars
2 is provided with a collar 118 and from
this collar projects an arm 119 which car
ries a beveled or cam Surface 120 and a
roller 121. The support 33 is provided with
a slide plate 122 which moves in guides 123
secured to the support 33, this slide having
a slot 124 which is engaged by a stud 125
fast on an arm 126 which is formed integral
with the lever 97. The lever 97 is pivoted
on a long stud 127 which rises from the Sup
port 33. The slide 122 has a beveled edge
128 and is also provided with a pin 129.
In the rotation of the bed, when a given
work holder comes opposite the roll 121 the
beveled edge 128 strikes the roll 121 which
moves the slide 122 inward, this movement
of the slide being transmitted, through the
arm 126 and lever 97 to the rack 96, this
movement of the rack being the proper
movement to release the fingers and clamp
before referred to. The work which has
been placed in the clamp may now be re
moved and fresh work substituted. This
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opening movement of the clamps is com
pleted at about the time the Support 33 com
pletes one of its step by step movements.
This support is now thrown up by the toggle

mechanism before described, and as it rises
thus moving the slide in the opposite direc
tion and closing the clamps. In order to
cause the rising movement of the Support
33 to take place truly, the stud 127 is caused
to enter a socket in a casting 130 Secured to
support, a carrier for the support, means for
the top plate 1 before referred to.
The machine selected to embody the in giving the support rotating movements to
the stud 129 strikes the cam surface 120,
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successively position the work holders with
respect to the dies, and means for giving the
carrier movements for forcing the work in
the holders against the dies in the retainers.
7. In an embossing press, the combination
with a bed, of a plurality of die retainers
mounted thereon, adjusting devices for each
retainer whereby each retainer and the die
carried thereby may be properly positioned,
a work holder, and means for effecting rela

tive movements between the work holder
and the bed to cause the work in the holder

to be successively brought into embossing re
lation with the die in each retainer.
5
8. In an embossing press, the combination
with a bed, of a plurality of die retainers
mounted thereon, an adjusting device for
each retainer, a support, a plurality of Work
holders mounted on the support, means for
20 giving the support successive movements to
position each work holder with respect to
each die retainer, and means for causing
the Work in the holders to be simultaneously
brought into embossing relation with respect
25 to the dies in the retainers.
9. In an embossing press, the combination
with a bed, of a plurality of die retainers
mounted thereon, a support, a plurality of
work holders mounted on the support, each
30 of said holders including suitable clamping
means, means for rotating the Support, lock
ing and releasing devices to which the
clamping means of each holder are succes
sively presented, and means for giving the
35 Support embossing movements.
10. In an embossing press, the combina
tion with a bed, of a plurality of die retain
ers mounted thereon, adjusting devices for
each die retainer, a support, a plurality of
40 work holders mounted on the support, said
work holders including suitable clamping
devices, means for adjusting the position of
the work in each holder, means for rotating
the support and for giving it movements to
45 bring the work in the holders into embossing
relation with the dies in the retainers, and
locking and releasing devices for the clamp
ing devices, the clamping device for each
holder being successively presented to said
50 locking and releasing devices.
11. In an embossing press, the combina
tion with a bed, of a plurality of die retainers
mounted thereon, a central standard, a Sup
port mounted to rotate about the standard,
55 a plurality of work holders mounted on the
support, a carrier, and means for giving the
carrier and support movements lengthwise of
the standard to bring the work in the hold
ers into embossing relation with the dies in
60 the retainers.
12. In an embossing press, the combina
tion with a bed, of a plurality of die retain
ers mounted thereon, a central standard, a
support mounted to rotate about the stand
65 ard, a plurality of work holders including

suitable clamps mounted on the Support,
means for giving the support the rotating
movements and movements lengthwise of
the standard whereby the work in the hold
ers is successively presented to the dies in
the retainers, and locking and releasing de
vices to which the clamping device of each
holder is successively presented.
13. In an embossing press, the combina
tion with a bed, of a plurality of die retain
ers mounted thereon, a central standard, a
support mounted to rotate about the stand
ard, a plurality of work holders including
suitable clamps mounted on the support, a
carrier, means for giving the standard and
support movements lengthwise of the stand
ard whereby the work in the holders is pre
sented to the dies in the retainers, and lock
ing and releasing devices to which the
clamping device of each work holder is suc
cessively presented.
14. In an embossing press, the combina
tion with a bed, of a plurality of die retain
ers mounted thereon, a central standard, a
support, a plurality of work holders mount
ed on the support, gearing for rotating the
support about the standard, a carrier for the
Support, and a toggle mechanism for mov
ing the carrier and support lengthwise of
the standard.

15. In an embossing press, the combina
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tion with a bed, of a plurality of retainer
blocks, means for adjusting the position of
the blocks with respect to the bed, die clamps
mounted on the blocks, operating means for 100
said clamps, a plurality of work holders,
and means for causing the work in the hold
ers to be successively presented to the dies
in the clamps.
16. In an embossing press, the combina 05
tion with a bed, of a plurality of retainer
blocks mounted thereon, means including a
suitable wedge for adjusting the position of
each block with respect to the bed, screw O
operated die clamps on the blocks, a plu
rality
of work holders, and means for suc
cessively presenting the work in the holders
to the dies in the clamps.
17. In an embossing press, the combina
tion with a bed, of a plurality of die retain 15
ers mounted thereon, means for adjusting
the position of the retainers, a support, a
plurality of Work holders mounted on the
Support, means for adjusting the position
of the work held by the holders, a standard, 20
gearing for rotating the support about the
standard, and means including a toggle
mechanism for moving the support length
wise of the standard.
18. In an embossing press, the combina 125
tion with a bed, of means for supporting a
plurality of die retainers, a work support,
means for effecting relative traveling and
embossing movements between the support
and retainers, and means for effecting an
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25

adjustment of the dies in the retainers in
the direction of the embossing movements.
19. In an embossing press, the combina
tion with a bed, of means for supporting a
plurality of die retainers, a Work support,
means for effecting relative traveling and
embossing movements between the Support
and retainers, and means for effecting an ad
justment of the dies in the retainers in the
direction of the traveling movements.
20. In an embossing press, the combina
tion with a bed, of means for Supporting a
plurality of die retainers, a work Support,
means for effecting relative traveling and
embossing movements between the support
and the retainers, and means for effecting an
adjustment of the dies in the retainers acroSS
the line of the traveling movements.
21. In an embossing press, the combina
tion with a bed, of means for Supporting a
plurality of die retainers, a work support,
means for effecting relative traveling and
embossing movements between the die and
the work Support, and means for effecting a
universal adjustment of the die with respect
to the retainer.
22. In an embossing press, the combina
tion with a bed, of means for Supporting a

plurality of die retainers, a Work Support,

means for effecting a universal adjustment
of the die with respect to the retainer, and
means for adjusting the retainer in the direc
tion of the embossing movement.
23. In an embossing press, the combina
tion with a work supporting bed, of a Work
holder including a pair of holding fingers,
one of said fingers being rigidly mounted
and the other yieldingly mounted, and con
nections whereby both fingers are automati
cally thrown into operative position.
24. In an embossing press, the combina
tion with means for supporting a plurality
of dies, of a support, means for giving the
support a rotating movement, a plurality
of work holders mounted on the support in
cluding suitable clamping devices, locking
and releasing devices located alongside the
path of movement of the support, and con
nections operated by said devices for lock
ing and releasing the clamping devices.
In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set
my hand, in the presence of two subscribing
witnesses.

SAMUEL. K. WHITE.
Witnesses:

MARY E. CREEDON,
F. D. TAYLOR.

Copies of this patent may be obtained for five cents each, by addressing the “Commissioner of Patents,
Washington, D. C.’
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